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**Title:** Republic v. Valencia (1985)

**Facts:**
Respondent Leonor Valencia, on behalf of her minor children Bernardo Go and Jessica Go,
filed a petition with the Court of First Instance of Cebu to cancel and/or correct their birth
entries in the Civil Registry of the City of Cebu. They wanted the children’s citizenship to be
changed from “Chinese” to “Filipino” and their status from “Legitimate” to “Illegitimate,”
and for Valencia’s civil status to be corrected from “Married” to “Single.”

The Solicitor General opposed the petition, arguing that corrections under Article 412 of the
New Civil Code and Rule 108 of the Revised Rules of Court only cover harmless clerical
errors, not substantial changes affecting citizenship or civil status. Despite this, the trial
court found the petition sufficient and ordered its publication in a local newspaper for three
consecutive weeks, and notice was given to the Solicitor General, Local Civil Registrar, and
Go Eng.

The Local Civil  Registrar of Cebu City moved to dismiss the case, reiterating that the
corrections  sought  were  substantial.  However,  the  trial  court  denied  the  motion  and
conducted a full trial with both parties presenting their evidence.

The trial court ruled in favor of Valencia, ordering the Local Civil Registrar to make the
necessary changes in the birth records of Bernardo Go and Jessica Go, including registering
them as “Filipino” and “Illegitimate” and correcting the civil  status of their parents to
“Single.” The Republic of the Philippines appealed this decision to the Supreme Court on
the grounds that substantial corrections cannot be made in summary proceedings under
Article 412 and Rule 108.

**Issues:**
1. **Whether the trial court had the jurisdiction to grant the corrections sought, given that
they involve substantial changes to citizenship and civil status.**
2. **Whether the correct procedural rules were followed in hearing the case under Article
412 of the New Civil Code and Rule 108 of the Revised Rules of Court.**

**Court’s Decision:**
1. **Jurisdiction:**
The  Supreme  Court  held  that  the  trial  court’s  proceedings  were  not  summary  but
adversarial  in  nature.  Notice  requirements  and  all  procedural  safeguards,  including
opposition by the Solicitor  General  and the Local  Civil  Registrar,  were duly observed.
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Witnesses testified and were cross-examined. The Supreme Court found the trial court’s
proceedings appropriate for addressing substantial corrections.

2. **Procedural Validity:**
The Court concluded that the procedural requirements under Rule 108 were fulfilled. The
case included full  litigation, and the entries sought to be corrected were supported by
evidence presented in  an adversarial  setting.  Rule  108’s  procedural  safeguards,  which
mandate  notice  by  publication,  serving  copies  to  the  Solicitor  General,  and  providing
opportunity for opposition, were all observed. The Supreme Court, hence, affirmed the trial
court’s decision.

**Doctrine:**
The Court clarified that substantial changes in civil registry entries, affecting matters such
as citizenship or legitimacy, can be made through adversarial proceedings under Rule 108,
if all procedural requirements are strictly observed, including notice, publication, and giving
all interested parties the opportunity to contest the changes. This extends the application of
Rule 108 beyond merely clerical errors to significant corrections provided an adversarial
process is adhered to.

**Class Notes:**
– **Key Elements:**
–  **Civil  Registry  Corrections:**  These  changes  can  extend  beyond  clerical  errors  if
processed through full adversarial proceedings.
– **Procedural Safeguards:** Notice, publication, and opportunity to oppose are essential.
– **Article 412 of the New Civil Code and Rule 108:** Initially intended for clerical errors,
can address substantial changes if processed properly.
–  **Citizenship and Civil  Status Changes:** Evidence must support  such corrections in
adversarial proceedings.

– **Important Legal Provision:**
–  **Rule  108,  Section  3-5:**  Specifies  parties,  notice,  publication,  and  opposition
requirements  for  corrections  of  civil  registry  entries.

**Historical Background:**
The case arises within the broader context of Philippine law transitioning from a rigid
interpretation of procedural rules regarding civil registry corrections, facilitating a more
flexible approach acknowledging the necessity of substantial corrections under appropriate
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procedural  conditions.  This  case  exemplifies  judicial  evolution  from  strictly  clerical
corrections to addressing significant legal statuses,  ensuring procedural due process is
strictly adhered to in such determinations.


